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If you think you are beaten, you are; 
If you think you dare not, you don't. 

If you'd like to win, but you think you can't, 
It is almost a cinch- you won't.

If you think you'll lose, you've lost; 
For out in this world we find

Success begins with a person’s will
It's all in the state of mind.

If you think you're outclassed, you are; 
You've got to think high to rise. 

You've got to be sure of yourself before
You can ever win the prize.

Life's battles don't always go 
To the stronger or faster person; 

But sooner or later the one who wins 
Is the one who thinks they can!

The Little Things & Such: Motivational Poems You Know and Love Now with 
Reflection Questions by Roger Edwardo (words changed from man to 

person)

The Success Mindset for competitive dancers resource kit, is written with this poem mind.  
It aims to equip competitive dancers with a winning mindset.  The world of competitive 
dance is tough - you are up, you are down, dancers are judged, constantly, nerves get in 
the way, self belief can be challenged.  Technique is getting stronger all the time, younger 
dancers are dancing at a standard we previously expected of our senior students.  
Competitions are more frequent and social media can add pressure.  Having a winning 
mindset is more important than ever before and can be the one thing that sets your 
dancers apart from the competition.  Dancers with high self belief, with the confidence to 
succeed, who are dedicated and committed, who do not fear failure and who will work 
outside of their comfort zone to achieve their goals are the ones that are going to stand out 
from the crowd. This workbook equips dancers with the tools to achieve, equipping them 
with the mindset and motivation they need to push themselves to the next level of success.  

The worksheets can be used in a variety of ways. Some class time can be set aside each 
week or you my choose to offer  workshop environment to complete the units.  It is also 
possible to set some of the tasks as homework to then be discussed later.  Some of the 
sheets such as the class reflection should be completed at home on a regular basis.



Unit 1 - Defining success

Before we can start to unlock the keys to success - we need to first define what success 
means to us. It is easy for dancers to get hung up on the ‘trappings’ of success, the 
trophies, the tiaras, the overall awards.  These are all great - everyone loves to win.  
However, if a dancer’s entire idea of success is built around these external success 
signals, it can impact negatively on a dancer’s development.  Winning isn’t about taking 
home the trophy or the highest score. Why not? For a start, these things are so subjective 
and so often out of a dancer’s control.  A dancer may dance in exactly the same way but 
their placing or score may be drastically different depending on who is judging, and who 
else is competing. Once dancers start to see success as individual to them, as a personal 
achievement which is the result of their efforts and commitment, the success symbol swill 
follow. The first 2 worksheets help dancers define what success means to them, helping 
them to unpack the differences between success symbols and success itself, as well as 
helping to make them aware of the effort behind success.

The price of success is hard work, dedication to the job at hand, and the 
determination that whether we win or lose, we have applied the best of ourselves 

to the task at hand.  —Vince Lombardi




Unit 2 - Failure

Next up is failure.  One of the fundamentals of growth mindset theory is learning not to fear 
failure but rather to see it as just another stepping stone to success.  Without failure we 
cannot learn.  When dancers can let go of their fear of failure, their progress is astonishing.  
These worksheets take dancers from seeing failure as a ‘bad’ thing to a positive step and 
challenges them to look at the relationship between failure and knowledge.  Dancers are 
asked to think about times they ‘failed’ and then to think about what they learned from 
those failures. Then, they cut the sheet in two and choose which part they would like to 
keep, the failures or the knowledge that they gained.  This is a particularly good exercise 
to give after a competition when things didn’t go quite as well as planned.

Failures, repeated failures, are finger posts on the road to achievement. One 
fails forward toward success. — C.S Lewis




Unit 3 - Dealing with fear

After unpacking beliefs around success and failure comes dealing with fear. Dancers can 
easily become paralysed with fear.  Many times fear manifests itself in obsessing so much 
over a certain aspect of  dance that focus become entirely consumed by this one element.  
How many times have you seen a dancer obsessively practicing one particular element of 
a dance only to go on stage and talk themselves out of the step all together. You can see it 
in their face.  The fear worksheet helps dancers sort through their fears, recognising which 
ones they can find solutions to and which ones they just need to let go.  This is a valuable 
skill for all dancers and is a real game changer for anxious performers.

Unit 4 - Reframing negativity
The next worksheet, the unicorn dancer worksheet is a little more light hearted but deals 
with a very powerful growth mindset concept, the power of YET.  Simply adding the word 
YET to a can’t sentence, introduces a whole new realm of possibility. “I can’t do a triple 
turn”, versus “I can’t do a triple turn yet” are two completely different statements.  The 
Unicorn Dancer worksheet helps Dancers recognise and reframe negative thoughts into 
neutral or yet thoughts and then finally into positive thoughts. Once this skill is developed it 
is incredibly powerful for dancers.  They can learn to recognise when negative thoughts 
are creeping in and start to reframe them. Once this worksheet has been completed, the 
concepts can be reinforced again and again in class. There is even a certificate which you 
can give out after completing the worksheets.



Unit 5 - Dealing with nerves

After we have talked about success and failure, it is time to think about some of the ways 
we can improve our performance at competition. Fundamental to this is learning on what 
to focus on.  Often focus is pulled away from the task at hand and dancers start to focus 
on the negatives, on what could go wrong, on the bigger picture rather than the task at 
hand.  Nerves are also something that can pull focus if they are not controlled.  The 
following set of worksheets covers how dancers can improve their focus both at 
competition and on their goals.

The ‘Nerves’ worksheets challenges students to examine what makes them feel nervous 
before a competition and what sorts of things they do when they are nervous.  As we 
know, nerves can be positive when they are controlled.  The second page goes through 
some of the things dancers can do to help control their nerves.  This can be used as a 
springboard to set your dancers’ pre-competition routine - have them present their 
checklists, their pre-comp routines etc to you. Deciding on a whole group pre-performance 
routine is also an excellent team bonding exercise.



Unit 6 - Focus
The Laser Focus worksheet builds on the nerves worksheet by helping dancers 
understand the concept of Laser Focus.  Students are asked to discern between activities 
that can pull their focus away from the task at hand and those that are helpful in pre-
performance preparation.

Unit 7 - Dance competition reflection
Reflection and learning are key to competitive dancer success.  Dancers need to learn to 
deal with the outcome of their performance, to analyse what went right, what went wrong 
and what they can learn from that. The Dance Competition Reflection sheet helps unpack 
all aspects of the performance from preparation, waiting side stage, the performance itself 
and then to reflect on what went well, what could be be controlled, what couldn’t be 
controlled and what they learnt from the experience.  The worksheet is a valuable tool in 



separating the dance competition experience from just the results and instead, focussing 
and reflecting on on the experience as a whole.  

Unit 8 - Matching actions with intentions

The next set of worksheets is incredibly powerful and can be confronting for dancers.  The 
matching intentions with actions worksheet, poses the question, ‘do you deserve your 
results?’. This can be confronting, especially when the results aren’t quite what was hoped 
for.  It is important to keep in mind that sometimes results are out of a dancer’s control. 
This worksheet focuses on whether a dancer’s day to day actions, their focus in class, 
their practice at home, whether all of that is in line with what they would like to achieve.  
Are they focussing all their energy in class or are they goofing off and talking to friends.  
Are they practicing at home, are they fixing their corrections or are they prioritising other 
areas of their life?  On the second and third pages are case studies of 3 different students.  
These are optional and will depend on the age of your students. They are great for older 
students and provides wonderful opportunities for class discussion.  Many students will 
see themselves in elements of the fictional students.  It is important to stress that there is 
nothing inherently bad about not making dance your number one priority but rather it is 
important to recognise the you will get out of your dancing what you put in.  



Unit 9 - Setting Smart Goals

Once students have explored how they are prioritising their time and attention, it is time to 
move onto some more proactive steps like goal setting. There is a full Goal Setting for 
Dancers Resource pack available here. It is highly recommended that dancers work 
through this pack to fully understand the goal setting process.  This sheet works as a small 
sample of that pack.  It briefly discusses the concept of SMART goals and encourages 
dancers to choose and set an achievable goal.

https://resourcesfordanceteachers.com/store/product/goal-setting-dancers-workbook-printables/


Unit 10 - Class Reflection 

The class reflection sheet is similar to the competition reflection sheet but focuses more on 
class work and helps dancers appreciate that just showing up to class is not sufficient to 
succeed in the world of competitive dance.  Students should fill this in each week, 
reflecting on what went well, what they learnt, which corrections they fixed, whether they 
made any progress towards their goal and what could have gone better.

Unit 11 - Connecting corrections with goals

The correction worksheet is an incredibly valuable tool in helping dancers to make the 
most of their class time.  This sheet connects goals with fixing corrections to help dancers 
see the relationship between the two. Dancers should be filling out their corrections 
worksheet on a weekly basis.



Unit 12- Finding your dance motivation

The motivation worksheet helps dancers understand the difference between extrinsic and 
intrinsic motivation and challenges them consider what motivates them personally.  
Dancers are then asked to brainstorm ideas to increase their motivation.

Unit 13 - How to be a great team member

The Team Mate worksheet helps dancers appreciate the importance of being a good team 
member.  This is a particularly good exercise to do when teams are struggling with 
attendance at rehearsal or dedication and commitment by team members. Dancers are 
asked to rate themselves against certain criteria - each of which can be a good spring 
board for further discussion. After giving themselves a mark out of ten, dancers are asked 
to brainstorm ways they can be a better team mate.



Unit 14 - How to be an inspired dancer

Helping dancers feel brave enough to step outside of their comfort zone, to take risks and 
to be inspired rather than threatened by the success of others is a key component of 
dancing with growth mindset.  The Resources for Dance Teachers Growth 
Mindset kits have much valuable information regarding how you can work to achieve 
this, including the importance of the way you praise your dancers.  These sheets are 
perfect to give out to your dancers or to post around the studio, to help remind dancers of 
the importance of dancing with a growth mindset.

Unit 15 -How to succeed at Dance Competitions
The final workbook in the series brings all the different tools together and allows dancers 
to plot their success in different areas to see where and how they can improve.  How to 
succeed at dance competitions covers goal setting, reflection, focus, positivity, being 
prepared, attendance, effort, corrections, confidence, being a good team mate, motivation 
and being an inspired dancer. These are all concepts that have been covered in the 
previous units and it is important that your dancers are across all of these concepts before 
they attempt the final workbook.  The Wheel of Success is a powerful tool that dancers can 
use to rate their own success and to take responsibility for their own progress.  It helps 
hold dancers accountable for their behaviour and actions.  This can be filled out at the end 
of each week either in the studio or in a journal at home but there should be some 
opportunity to discuss the results at various stages during the season. The same wheel 
can be used for several weeks by using different colours.  Another valuable exercise is to 
have dancers fill out their own wheel of success and have someone else fill out their ‘view’.  
For example , you as a a teacher could rate your students on the wheel of success, 
likewise teammates could rate each other.  Having a parent rate the dancer is also a useful 
exercise.

https://resourcesfordanceteachers.com/store/product-category/growth-mindset-for-dance-resources/
https://resourcesfordanceteachers.com/store/product-category/growth-mindset-for-dance-resources/




Before we can start to unlock the key to

success, we need to define what success

means to you.  First of all, write down some

of the things that 'signal' success to you. 

 These are symbols of success, things that

make you think someone is successful. For

example, trophies, awards etc.  

Success
Success Symbols

Symbols of success are nice to collect, but

they are just that, a symbol. It is important to

recognise the work that goes on to achieve

the success you see and to start thinking

about the kinds of everyday things you need

to do in order to achieve the things you want.

It is also important to remember the success can mean different things to

different people at different times.  Your definition of success can change as

you set and achieve new goals. One thing remains the same though, success

takes dedication, commitment and effort..

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com



Write down corrections

Focus in class
Stretc

h at 
home

Success 
Later on we will talk more about setting and achieving goals.  Today we are just

focusing on the keys to success.

Success is preparation.
It is knowing you have done everything you

could to prepare and have done the very best performance
you could.  

 

What does success mean to you today?  

Date:_____________________

My definition of success:_______________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Now write down some of the things you can do to achieve YOUR success  

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com



Time for a
mindset reset

What is failure?
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"Failure is success in
progress." 

- Albert Einstein

Negative results are justwhat I want. They’re justas valuable to me aspositive results. I can neverfind the thing that doesthe job best until I findthe ones that don’t".Thomas A. Edison

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com
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confidence and fear
Everyone has self doubt, negative thoughts and fears.  The key to learning how to deal with them, banish the
and replace them with oceans of positivity.  Wrrite down some of your self doubts and fears in the box.  These
are your negative thoughts, the thoughts that tell you won't succeed..  Maybe you think you aren't good enough,
or that you think you aren't a natural turner? Write them all down, even if they seem a bit silly.

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com

"Whether you believe you 
can do a thing or not, 
you are right" 
Henry Ford
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Many negative thoughts we have are about things we can't control.  That is one of the reasons
we worry about them.  It is true that we often can't control what happens but we CAN control

how we react.  We can come up with a plan for how to react to each of our negative thoughts.
There may be an action we could take or we may decide that this is just a thought that we need

to let go.

 Look at your negative thoughts and for each one, write down how you can deal with it.  From now on,
whenever that negative thought or fear pops into your head you can let it go knowing that you have a

solution.

Example

I�will�forget�my�solo

Fears Solutions

I�will�improvise
My�music�will�stop I�will�practice�without�music�just�incase
I�won't�get�my�aerial It's�just�one�tiny�part�of�my�dance

People�will�think�I'm�not�very�good I�can't�control�that�-�let�it�go.

All�my�team�mates�will�place�and�I�won't I�will�be�happy�for�them�and�work

out�what�I�can�do�to�do�better�

next�time

�

Now you try,

Fears Solutions

Remember - use your energy to focus on things you can do and let go of worries and fears that 
you can't control.  They will suck up your valuable energy.

Everything you everwanted is on the otherside of fear



How to be a unicorn dancer

Smashing negative energy
As dancers we receive feedback all the time from our teachers, from our parents, from 

adjudicators and from social media. But, have you ever thought about the kind of
feedback you give yourself? Self feedback what you tell yourself.  This can be incredibly 

powerful but can have either a positive or negative impact depending on how you use it.  
It is time to learn how you can use this power to smash negative energy.  And the best

part is that it is actually really easy to do, all you need to do is shift your thinking slightly and
you will harness the power of the Unicorn Dancer.

Negative thought

Eg: I suck at turns

Neutral thought

Eg: My turns are improving everyday

Positive thought

Eg: I am working on my turns

Now you try.  Write down one negative thought you have had about yourself and the try turning it into a
neutral and then a positive thought. From now on, every time you notice a negative thought pop into

your head, change it to a positive one.  You will be amazed by the results.

Negative thought

Neutral thought

Positive thought

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com



Now that you know how to smash those negative thoughts, there are a few more Unicorn
dancer tricks to learn.

YETThe power of 
Think of your thoughts like a ladder.  You can get stuck on the bottom rung, thinking negative
thoughts or you can climb through the clouds of negativity and reach for the stars, all by

using one simple word..

Middle step - YET
 
 

eg. I can't do a triple turn.
I'm not good at turns

Bottom step - can't and not thoughts
 
 

eg. I can't do a triple turn...YET
I'm not good at turns...YET

eg. I can't do a triple turn...YET, but this
is what I'm going to do to get there.

 

Top step - setting goals
 
 

Now you try.  In the first column write a can't or not thought that you have had about
yourself.  In the middle column, rewrite that same thought but add the word YET onto the end
of your sentence and in the third column, write down some of the things you can do to achieve

your goal.
Bottom step 

can't and not thoughts
 
 

Middle step - YET
 
 

Top step - setting goals
 
 

f d t h
www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com



UNICORN DANCER

Congratulations 
This is to certify that 

____________________________

is now a fully qualified 

signed 

__________________

date 

__________________

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com



NERVES
Why do I feel nervous?

There are many reasons we feel nervous when we are performing.  

Being in a new place

Fear of failure

Pressure

Other competitors

Challenging steps

How others view us

Challenging routines

What makes you feel nervous 
before a competition?

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com

Do you think nerves have a positive or negative impact on your
 performance or a bit of both? 

BotH

What kinds of things do you do when
you are nervous?  Do you practice 
over and over, do you feel sick, do 

you feel excited or something else?



Breathe 

NERVES
What ca� I do about it?

Remember, nerves aren't bad, it is  just how we react to them 

that can cause problems  

Visualise 

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com

Deep breathing or even performing

a set of stretches or exercises  can

help calm your nerves.

Imagine yourself performing well.

Close your eyes and see yourself

dancing every step of your routine.

Breathe

Control 

Focus on things you can control,

don't spend time thinking about

things out of your control.

Positive 

Try to think positive thoughts. If

negative thoughts creep in, try to

reframe them as a positive one

Music 

Create a playlist that helps you

feel calm and confident.

Routine 

Create a pre competition routine.

eg, stretch, barre, listen to music,

visualise.

Self Talk 

Make a list of positive

affirmations and quotes 

that you can tell yourself 

before performing

Focus on the task at hand, try not

to think about the larger picture,

just think about what you have to

do today for THIS performance.

You are aiming to meet your own

personal goals.  Focus and enjoy

Present

Confidence 

Focus on past successes, 

on positives, let go of negative 

thoughts and self doubt.

Be prepared, have a checklist

so you are confident you have

everything you need

Checklist 

Practice 

Work as hard as you can in class so

that when you go on stage you

know you have done the work

Focus 

Practice laser focus. Try to 

block out other distractions

and focus on the task at hand.  



Feeling a little bit nervous and excited can
help our performance but when we are

overly nervous and anxious, nerves act  like
an anti-focus.  They pull our attention away
from the positive thoughts that can help us

achieve our best.  We want to shine our
spotlight on the things that will help us
succeed and leave the negative thoughts

and emotions in the dark.

Cross out the negative thoughts, emotions and behaviours
and circle the positive thoughts and practices , the ones that

will enable us to be hyperfocused and successful

Focusing on other
competitors

Worrying about what other
people will think.

Fixating on a particular step
and worrying you won't do it

well

Listening to other people's
negative thoughts

Doing an effective and
appropriate warm up

Arguing with your mom

Reading through your
correction book

Visualising a successful
performance

Thinking about a time that you
didn't do well

Playing with your friends

Repeating positive sayings or
mantras

Listening to your music

Telling people that you are
going to do badly

Looking at social media

Believing in your abilities

Being well prepared

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com

Reframing negative thoughts

Letting go of your fear of failure



DANCE COMPETITION

Name

Thoughts I had.

Competition

Date

How I felt

REFLECTION 

While I was getting ready.

Backstage/onstage

After

While I was getting ready.

Backstage/onstage

After

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com
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What went well? What could you control?

What could have gone better? What couldn't you control?

What did you learn? What were the best things about today?

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com



Matching intentions with actions
Think of your day as a jar.  Each day you must fit in the things you have to do, like go to school,
the things you want to do, like check your social media and the things that will help you achieve
your goals - like stretching at home, like giving 100% in class.  Sometimes what we say we want
and what we do don't match up.  Like we might say we really want to achieve a first overall but

then when we are in class we might talk to our friends instead of listening to other people's
corrections or we might spend time on Instagram instead of doing our stretching routine at

home.  Think about a typical day and fill in the boxes

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com

Things I have to do Things I want to do

Things that will help me achieve my goal.

Do you think you achieved a good balance?  If yes then you are
on your way to achieving your goals

If there are any changes you can make, cross out some of the
things you think you could cut down on and add in some

activities you think might be more useful.



Matching intentions with actions

Student 1:  Student number 1 rarely misses class.  One of her strongest things is her turns. When she is
in class, she practices her turns constantly.  Her friends are always super impressed by her turns. 
 Student 1 is very popular and this is important to her and she is very focused on being well-liked and
popular.  She whispers with her friends when she is waiting for her turn and they always have a great
time in class and love coming to dancing. There are a few girls in class that they are jealous of. Student
1 and her friends think it is really unfair that those other girls are always in the front line and they
secretly call them the teacher's pet. Student 1 struggles a bit with her flexibility so she avoids stretching
where she can.  One of her teachers keeps correcting her alignment in kicks but student 1 knows that
this teacher just doesn't like her so that's why she is always picking on her. When she is not in class,
Student 1 spends her time on social media, shooting turning videos and hanging out with friends.
Student 1's  goal is to win an overall award and that she would like to be chosen to have a featured role
in a competition routine.  

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com

Student 2:  Student number 2 also rarely misses class.  She is very flexible on her right side but
struggles with her left.  Whenever she has a spare moment in class, she tries to work on her left side
flexibility and also practices balancing on relevé for her turns.  She has also just started a stretching
routine at home.  She finds it difficult but she is persevering with it.   Student 2 gives her all, every
class.  Sometimes she feels a bit silly doing all her facial expressions full out but her teacher keeps
correcting her on her performance quality so she is determined to improve.  Her best friend usually
places above her.  Student 2 used to feel a bit jealous, but when she stopped and looked at how hard
her friend was working Student 2  decided that if she wanted to be more successful, she would have to
start working that hard too. Student 2 keeps a dance journal where she records her corrections, sets
goals and tracks her stretching routine.  Student 2's goals are to even up her right and left leg flexibility
and to achieve clean double turns on both sides by June.  She takes regular photos and videos so she
can compare her progress.  

 After reading the description of Student 1, do you think her actions are in line with her intentions? Do you

think her actions will help her achieve her goal?  ______

If you had to say what was most important to Student 1, what would it be?________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

If you were to give her some advice , what would it be? _______________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

 After reading the description of Student 2, do you think her actions are in line with her intentions? Do you

think her actions will help her achieve her goal?  ______

If you had to say what was most important to Student 1, what would it be?________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

If you were to give her some advice , what would it be? _______________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Case Studies



Student 3:  Student number 3 only ever misses class if it clashes with one of her
other compulsory activities.  Student 3 takes every opportunity she can.  She is heavily committed to
dancing but also takes cheerleading, is doing a community play and is becoming more involved with
competitive swimming.  Student 3 has a very hectic schedule.  Her swimming coach wants her to
increase her swimming training.  She trains for swimming twice a week in the morning but is planning
to increase it to 3 times, does cheerleading at school 3 times a week during lunch break and then
comes to dance 4 evenings a week. Her swimming coach has recommended she start a strength
program which she is really excited about.  She has also booked in for private swimming stroke
correction classes. On the weekends, when she doesn't have competitions, she rehearses for her play
and goes to the pool to fit in some extra laps. Sometimes by the time she gets to dance class she is a
bit tired and is always happy when she gets to have a rest.  Since her swimming training has
increased, she has had a few issues with her shoulder which has prevented her from going full out in
class.  Student 3 loves dancing and her ballet teacher would like her to take extra ballet lessons but
she doesn't think she can fit them in.  Student 3's goal is to be a professional dancer.

 After reading the description of Student 3, do you think her actions are in line with her intentions? Do you

think her actions will help her achieve her goal?  ______

If you had to say what was most important to Student 1, what would it be?________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

If you were to give her some advice , what would it be ?_______________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Can you see yourself in any parts of the students described above?_________________

 Brainstorm some ways you could improve on matching your actions with your intentions.
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Setting SMART Goals

What could you

achieve in the next

30 days

Choose ONE  and

write it here

My goal:_____________________

S Specific.  Say exactly 
what you want, not just
generally. eg a triple
turn, not just be a better
turner

M Measureable - you need
to be able to tell how 
close you are to
achieving your goal. 

A Adjustable - you need to
be able to adjust your
goal if necessary

R Realistic - make sure
you are aiming for
something achievable

T Timed - set a deadline

I will achieve this by_______________

Things to do today 

Things to do this week

Things to do this month

How will I feel when I achieve my goal

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com

The date in 30 days

_______________________________________



WEEKLY DANCE

Name

Date

CLASS REFLECTION 

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com

Rate your
week

out of 10

What went well? Did you

fix any corrections?

What could have gone better? How

could you improve it?

What did you learn?

Did you make any 

progress towards your goals?

What were the best things about this

week?

Current 
Goals



CLASS_____________

90 DAY GOALS

WHAT I AM DOING TO
ACHIEVE THEM

CORRECTIONS
CLASS_____________

CLASS_____________

CLASS_____________

CLASS_____________

CLASS_____________

CORRECTIONS I FIXED 
THIS WEEK

www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com
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Motivation

Extrinsic Intrinsic

Trophies

Awards

Scores

Feedback

Love�of�Dance

Personal�Best

Enjoys�the�process

Achieving�goals

What motivates you?
 



ARE YOU A GREAT TEAM

MEMBER? 

ORGANISED

PUNCTUAL

GOOD ATTENDANCE

ENCOURAGING

SUPPORTIVE

HELPFUL

TAKES CORRECTION

PREPARED

DOESN'T COMPARE

GOAL ORIENTATED

KIND

INSPIRING

Give yourself a score out of 10

COMMITTED

DEDICATED

Do you need to improve in 
any of the areas? What can
you do to become an even

better teammate?
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Which step did you reach
today?
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To get to the next step you just need
to do a mindset reset

From this To this

Either I can or I can't With effort I can learn
anything

I stick to what I know Trying new things helps me learn

If I'm frustrated I give up Challenges help me grow

I'm envious of others I am inspired by the success 
of others

My potential is predetermined My effort and attitude 
determine my abilities

Failure is negative Failure is an opportunity to grow

I'll never be as good as them I just need more time

All my friends can do it I will learn from them

I don't have natural talent I can do it with hard work
and determination

I'm not good at this What am I missing

"All progress takes place outside the
comfort zone." 

-- Michael John Bobak
www.resourcesfordanceteachers.com



Goal Setting: Are you setting SMART goals and are you taking steps towards 

achieving them? Are you goals relevant for what you want to achieve? 

Have you broken your goals down into achievable steps, do you have 

a time frame for achieving your goals, are you holding 

yourself accountable?

Reflection: Are you setting aside time each week to reflect on your classes and 

competitions/conventions etc to assess what went well, what you 

could improve on and to help keep you on track for achieving your

goals?

Focus: Are you focussed in class and in your at home practice or did you find 

yourself distracted, goofing off or talking in class, perhaps worrying

about what other people are thinking about you?  Did you have laser 

focus?

Positive: Have you tried to reframe negative thoughts into positive ones, 

tried using positive quotes and affirmations, used the power of YET? 

Now that you have learned all about what success means to you, what failure really is,

how to develop confidence, deal with nerves, how to be a unicorn dancer, how to set goals

and how to match your actions with your intentions, you are ready to start achieving the

success you deserve.  Each week fill in the wheel below.  Use a different  colour each week

(an example is included).  Give yourself an honest mark for each of the success factors

below.  If you give yourself 100% place your mark inside the green circle.  Aim to get each

of your marks in between the two grey lines (a mark of between 90-100%
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Motivation: What was your motivation like this week? Did you stay motivated, if
you felt your motivation dip did you do something to regain it, like 
look at your vision board, think about your goals, watch some 
inspirational videos? Did you feel your motivation was mainly external 
or internal?

Inspired: Did you compare yourself to other dancers this week or did try to see
other's achievements as an inspiration and a motivation?

Were you a good team mate this week?  Did you support your team 
mates? Did you attend all practices and come prepared? Did you pick 
someone up when they were down? Did you give your team mates some 
compliments?

Team mate:

What was your confidence level like this week? Did you give everything 
a go or did you avoid things because you were afraid of failing?

Confidence:

Did you write your corrections down and make an effort to apply them?
Extra credit if your teacher noticed that you had fixed something.

Corrections:

Did you feel like you gave 100% this week?Effort:

Did you attend all your classes and do everything that was required 
of you?

Attendance:

Were you prepared for class/competitions, did you have everything you 
needed, were you punctual, did you remember your choreography?

Prepared:
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WheEL of suCcESs:
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